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Abstract
Diplomacy is a turn-based, non-cooperative multiplayer game. In the Press version, the relationships among players change dynamically depending on both the public situation and private communications. To negotiate better with others, an
agent should infer the mental states of others to
identify relationships that are not explicit. In this
paper, we propose the Graph-based Theory of
Mind Network (GToMnet) that focuses on understanding relationships using the Theory of Mind
(ToM). We add graph neural networks (GNNs)
to the ToM neural network (ToMnet) to embed
trust. To evaluate the GToMnet, we use it to predict agent responses. If successful, the agents
can understand relationships with others to predict the acceptance of the negotiation. Our work is
also applicable to other multi-agent reinforcement
learning (MARL) problems featuring complex relationships, such as sequential social dilemmas.

1. Introduction
Diplomacy is a turn-based, non-cooperative game in which
seven players compete to expand their territories and occupy
a majority of supply centers. To conquer many regions
effectively, players should cooperate as well as compete, so
they negotiate with others depending on the situation and
relationships. Since the relationship between players is not
revealed explicitly, inferring the internal states of others,
such as their unique characteristics or accumulated trust, is
key when deciding with whom and when to ally and when
to end it.
Previous Press Diplomacy (Fabregues et al., 2010; Ferreira
et al., 2015) studies focused on trust between agents. However, these works did not consider how much other agents
trust oneself. To this end, it is essential to comprehend the
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internal states of others and their needs; this is figured out
by the Theory of Mind (ToM) which is the ability to infer
the desires, beliefs, and intentions of others (Premack &
Woodruff, 1978).
ToM-inspired models (Baker et al., 2011; Baker & Tenenbaum, 2014; Baker et al., 2017; Rabinowitz et al., 2018)
that infer the internal states of agents have been extensively
studied. Especially, the Theory of Mind network (ToMnet)
(Rabinowitz et al., 2018) understands the internal state of
artificial agents like our approach. Recently, the ToM has
been applied to multi-agent reinforcement learning in fixed
relations (Wang et al., 2021). Here, we infer dynamically
changing relationships by identifying the amount of trust
accumulated by each agent and the unique characteristics of
the agent.
To infer the agent’s internal relationships, we try to predict
the response of sent messages in the negotiation. Since
the relationship between agents is changed through messages, we choose the Press Diplomacy game which allows
communication between the agents in the negotiation phase.
The inferred agents are DipBlue agents, which change the
strategy depending on parameters related to the ratio of trust.
In this paper, we propose the Graph-based Theory of Mind
Network (GToMnet) using graph neural network(GNN) and
ToMnet (Rabinowitz et al., 2018) to predict the responses
of sent messages. Using GNN, GToMnet embed the public
relationships effectively. The GToMnet consists of two networks: Character N etwork and P rediction N etwork
as in ToMnet. Character N etwork embeds the fixed characteristics of the DipBlue agent through GNN modules in
past episodes. P rediction N etwork infers the response
of others, understanding accumulated trust in the current
episode and embedded features from Character N etwork.
Overall process detail is shown in Fig 1. Our method that
infers the mental state of trust-based agents in Diplomacy
contributes to the agent-based modeling community.

2. Background
Diplomacy Diplomacy is a zero-sum board game in which
seven powers take over each other’s provinces prior to World
War I. The objective of the game is to rule Europe by occupying 18 supply centers located in specific provinces. Each
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Figure 1. Graph-based ToM process : Description of how the GToMnet infers the response of the target agent in current game. The
GToMnet understands the fixed characteristics of the target agent by observing the past game episodes. Then, the GToMnet tracks
the accumulated trust using previous steps in the current episode. Totally, using accumulated trust in the current trajectory and fixed
characteristics in past episodes, the GToMnet predicts the response of the target agent.

power makes an order to the Army and F leet units to conquer or protect the territory at each turn and can own as
many units as the number of supply centers it has.
The game lasts up to 100 years, and each year proceeds in 5
phases: Spring Movement, Spring Retreat, Fall Movement,
Fall Retreat, and Winter Adjustment. In the Movement
phase, the available orders are Hold, M ove, Support and
Convoy. The players can protect their region by holding
units, conquer a province by moving units to the province
and sometimes support other units to defeat their enemies at
their destinations. The Army units can get across the water
through Convoy orders by F leet units. Only two orders
are available in the Retreat phase: Retreat and Disband.
If a unit is defeated, the unit can retreat to an unoccupied
adjacent location, and the unit with nowhere to go will be
dislodged. In the Adjustment phase, the ownership of supply
centers changes if the new owner occupies the location.
In this phase, the player can choose Build, Disband, or
W aive according to the number of owned supply centers.
Players build or disband their units according to the number
of supply centers they own and can also waive the chance of
Build orders. The game ends if one player occupies more
than 18 supply centers or all players agree to draw.
Level 1 Negotiation DipGame (Fabregues et al., 2010) defines a new communication syntax termed “L Language.”
There are eight levels of communication, including arguing,
explaining, and negotiating a deal. The complexity of expression increases as the level becomes higher. Here, we use
the simplest level when negotiating a deal. Level 1 language
features three sub-levels: N egotiation, Deal, and Of f er.
During N egotiation level, the options indicate sending
(P ropose), responding (Accept or Reject), and ignoring
(W ithdraw). The Deal level shows the type of content of
the suggested deal being exchanged. At the Of f er level,
the player sends the core content of the messages. For ex-

ample, “Germany accepts agrees with England that the two
countries are allied against Russia.” The N egotiation word
is Accept, the Deal word is Agree, and the Of f er word
is Alliance.
The DipBlue Agent DipBlue (Ferreira et al., 2015) agent is
a Diplomacy artificial intelligence that negotiates with opponents and exploits trust reasoning to win. In Press version
Diplomacy, players have time to negotiate before making
orders. During this phase, DipBlue agent employs three negotiation skills through L Language level 1 communication:
P eace agreement, an Alliance against enemies, and
Request f or unit orders to allies. DipBlue agent uses
trust reasoning to react to opponent betrayals. The DipBlue
agent calculates the trust ratio for the opponents, taking into
account who attacks whom and who are the enemies of its
alliance, and updates that value continuously throughout the
game. DipBlue agent consists of a negotiator and five advisers, M apT actician, F ortuneT eller, T eamBuilder,
AgreementExecutor, and W ordKeeper. The negotiator
handles negotiation messages between oneself and the other
players, and each adviser evaluates the values of orders using its criteria. The final values of orders are determined by
summing the weighted values of the advisers.
DipBlue agent implementation is very modular. Thus, the
characteristics or strategy of DipBlue can be varied by customizing the adviser types or weight. In our experiments,
we only adjusted the weights of AgreementExecutor and
W ordKeeper so that there were agents with varying degrees of importance for trust values.

3. Method
Input Representation In this section, we describe our
GToMnet input. We used a public board state st ∈ S
and a private message state mti,j for sender i and re-
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0,T
Figure 2. Overview of the GToMnet Architecture The past full trajectories τi,j
include the board state st , the previous order state At−1 ,
t
and the message state mi,j . Character N etwork embeds past trajectories within agent characteristics. Next, P rediction N etwork
′
′
t′ −η,t′
infers the acceptance of message mtj,i using the current partial trajectories τi,j
and the sent message mti,j .

t
ceiver j at time t. Message pairs at time t are Mi,j
=
1
1
k
k
(mi,j , mj,i , ..., mi,j , mj,i ) for k messages. The n agents
simultaneously choose a joint action and modify to previous action features At = g(at1 , ..., atn ) (actually, submitting
action is not simultaneously but processed simultaneously
in the game). All actions are determined by rule-based
t
policy ati ∼ πi (ati |st , Mi,j
) and proceed to the next states
via a transition function st+1 = f (st , At ). Trajectory τ
p,k
t
is τi,j
= {(st , At−1 , Mi,j
)}kt=p for sender i and receiver
0,T
j. Past trajectories are τi,j
, where T is a terminal step.
Using the past trajectories, we understand the unique characteristics of the target agent j. Current partial trajectory is
t′ −η,t′
τi,j
, but there is only one sent message in t′ . Through
the LSTM network in P rediction N etwork, our network
understands the current trust of the agent.

The Character Network The inputs of Character
0,T
N etwork are the past trajectories τi,j
. There are two
forms of information: public information st ∈ R81×35 ,
At ∈ R81×40 as in DipNet (Paquette et al., 2019) and prit
vate information Mi,j
∈ R10×76 for maximum 10 message
pairs. To separate the public and private information that
agent i has on agent j, we divide the graph into an explicit
graph Giexp and an implicit embedding. The former contains
the public information of all agents as revealed by the board
state and the previous order state. To embed the node information, we use the graph convolution network (GCN) (Kipf
& Welling, 2016) of DipNet (Paquette et al., 2019) where
Adj is the adjacent matrix of provinces.
On the other hand, the latter implicit network consists of
two fully connected layers and embeds the private messages
between i and j, eimp
ij . Then, we concatenate both outputs of
graphs and pass through LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber,

1997). Lastly, we extract the hj representing the attributes
of agent j.
The Prediction Network To consider the trust between
agents, we use the GNN and LSTM to encode the current
t−η,t
partial trajectory τij
in P rediction N etwork. As for
the past trajectories in Character N etwork, we employ
both public and private information. The current partial
trajectory is first embedded by the GNN modules and then
passed through LSTM to discover how relationships change
during the current episode. The LSTM output is concatenated with that of CharacterN etwork and the current sent
message mti,j . Lastly, the concatenated output is passed to
a fully connected layer with a sigmoid activation function
to predict the response mtj,i .

4. Experimental Settings
To evaluate GToMnet, we set the problem that the network
predicts whether the DipBlue agent will accept or reject an
alliance request another DipBlue agent makes during the
Diplomacy Negotiation phase. To train the GToMnet, we
collected gameplay data such as board states and messages
with DipBlue agents that considered trust differently.
The Agents We implemented the DipBlue agent using the
Diplomacy game engine of DipNet (Paquette et al., 2019).
Although all of the five advisers of DipBlue agent can be
adjusted by their weights, we only adjusted weights of two
advisers, AgreementExecutor and W ordKeeper.
During the negotiation phase, bots send requests to others and decide whether to accept the suggestions of others based on how much they trust them. Eventually, how
much the bots consider the trust is determined by the
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Figure 3. Description of Data Collection : a) Agent characteristics can be weighted. The trustworthiness of both oneself and others
is considered. The horizontal axis is the extent to which I consider how much others trust me (this parameter is employed in the
AgreementExecutor). The vertical axis is how much I trust others and is used in the W ordKeeper. b) Twenty different coordinates
(the angles θ) are sampled from the unit circle to create a population pool. c) Sampling of seven species from the pool (replacement is
permitted). The sampled species are assigned to seven adjusted DipBlue agents.

weights of the two aforementioned advisers Fig 3 (a).
AgreementExecutor adviser considers how much the
agent trusts others, while W ordKeeper considers how
much the opponent agents trust the agent. For example,
an agent who does not care what anyone else thinks will
very likely not perform what was negotiated. Also, an agent
that gives importance to trust in others will not attack the
opponents with a high trust ratio and believe that such behavior will be reciprocated. We use the angle θ to control
the weights of the two advisers; such adjustment finally
changes their responses.

and competitive behavior in many interactions such as negotiations, auctions, and international diplomacy. Also, some
people do not help others who are useless and sometimes
betray others when the opportunity cost of sustaining the
relationship is greater than that of betrayal. For an agent to
adapt well to such a complex situation, it is most important
to recognize changing relationships, predict the behaviors of
others, and then decide how to optimize one’s own position.
We plan to demonstrate that the trust of agents depicting
this tendency of humans can be inferred by observing interactions through the experiment.

Data collection We make a population pool with 20 characteristics by adjusting the weights of AgreementExecutor
and W ordKeeper, and sampling with replacement is employed to extract 7 for one sample data. 500,000 samples
were used for training and 10,000 samples for testing.

In a subsequent study, the usefulness of the proposed model
will be shown by extending outside of the realm of diplomacy. First of all, more general trust-based agents will be
designed for applying our model to other environments out
of the DipBlue in Press Diplomacy. For generality, we will
implement a data-driven model using supervised learning
or reinforcement learning. Furthermore, other social interaction environments will be added to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our GToMnet architecture. The candidates
are environments where cooperation and competition are
mixed so that agents can move based on trust.

We considered 20 characteristics and used 500,000 samples for training and 10,000 samples for testing. Sampling
with replacement was employed to extract 7 characteristics. One sample data consists of several episodes and
one current trajectory with the same agents. To match
the Character N etwork to the characteristics of specific
agents, we shuffle the powers of all past trajectories to avoid
the character networks embedded in those powers. Current
trajectories are collected over 40 steps, and seven characteristics of countries are extracted and then randomly shuffled.
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5. Potential Value and Future Work
We explored the capability of inferring accumulated trust
between rule-based agents ‘DipBlue’ in a communicable
multi-agent environment, Press Diplomacy. Our work is
expected to be a good milestone for agent-based modeling
of real-world problems. People shift between cooperative
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